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ABOUT
SHOW DESCRIPTION: It’s 2020 and the first college semester back during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Two sophomores are thrown together in a dorm and forced to
coexist. College is hard enough without quarantining and flirty tension. Starring Nik
Whittemore (More Than Just Me) as frat boy Olly and Briggon Snow (The Bright
Sessions) as studious Casper.
EPISODES: Roommates is a confined serialized story told over 17 episodes of average
3-6 minutes in length
SCHEDULE: All 17 episodes released to binge
FORMAT: Scripted fiction podcast
GENRE: Comedy, Drama, LGBT,
WEBSITE: OllyandCasper.com
PRESS CONTACT: Briggon Snow, briggonsnow@gmail.com
FROM THE CREATOR:
“Roommates has had an interesting journey so far. It was initially created in the
summer of 2020 as a key-frame animated project that unfortunately didn’t pan out.
After sitting in a drive for a year, the dialogue cuts were taken out of mothballs and
repurposed / sound designed to create these bitesize podcast episodes. No matter
the format, the story was always an exercise in exploring what it would be like to be
thrown together with someone you don’t get along with during lockdowns.
- Briggon Snow, Creator & Voice of Casper

CREDITS
PRODUCTION
Created, Directed, Sound Designed, Edited, Engineered by Briggon Snow (he/him)
Story by Briggon Snow (he/him), M.C. Smith (she, them)
Show Art by Grayson Barber (he/him), Carlos Garcia (he/him)

CAST
Nik Whittemore (he/him) as OLLY
Briggon Snow (he/him) as CASPER
Jordan Cope (he/him) as DUSTAN
Andy Lalwani (he/him) as SHIRO
Tyler Lofton (he/him) as TROY
Justin McLachlan (he/him) as LOUIE

EPISODES
Episode One: Pilot - Olly stumbles into the room after a night of hanging with his
“brothers”, waking Casper who needs to sleep before a big exam in the morning.
Episode Two: The Annoying Olympics - Coexisting in a dorm room is tricky when
you get on each other's nerves.
Episode Three: Shower Time - Casper is taking forever in the shower, so Olly barges
in and makes things awkward.
Episode Four: Let’s Objectify - Despite needing to study, the guys connect while
swiping through a dating app, revealing something Casper didn’t know about Olly.

Episode Five: Stale Chips, Fresh Frustrations - Olly lays into Casper over how he’s a
“DL Slob” when all Casper wants to do is watch his hockey game.
Episode Six: Trying - A series of promising/confusing exchanges brings the guys
closer, leading to some olive branches.
Episode Seven: Midnight Munchies - Late night talks turn to late night fast food as
Casper and Olly talk about their majors, their families and what they want out of life.
Episode Eight: Mask4Mask - Olly calls Casper out on his hypocrisy after catching
him breaking one of his own mask rules. A confrontation turns into a tutoring plan.
Episode Nine: Tear Down This Wall! - Olly gets up in the middle of the night to tear
down the wall separating the room. Casper joins in and they both recognize that
things are better between them.
Episode Ten: Casper the Drunk Ghost - It’s Halloween night and the guys party in
their room. Drinking leads to games and some truths about how they feel about
each other.
Episode Eleven: Laundry - After a stressful call with his parents, Olly helps Casper
with his laundry and asks about Casper’s ex-boyfriend.
Episode Twelve: Zoom-Zoom-Zoom, Make My Heart Go Boom-Boom - Casper
surprises Olly with a birthday zoom with his frat brothers, and a “whatever you want”
pass.
Episode Thirteen: Half Asleep - It’s the night before Thanksgiving break and the
guys pass out on Casper’s bed during a movie. In the middle of the night - through
closed eyes - something happens.
Episode Fourteen: Kiss & Don’t Tell - It’s the morning after and things are a little
awkward and surprisingly heated with neither of the guys acknowledging what
happened in Casper’s bed.

Episode Fifteen: And We’re Back! - Olly is second to arrive back from break and
they each needle each other about who they saw and what they did. Things are still
not great between them.
Episode Sixteen: It’s A Mad Dorm - Casper and Olly are completely out of sync, with
all of the progress they made to become friends seemingly slipping away.
Episode Seventeen: What Do You Want? - On the eve of winter break, Olly finally
gets Casper to admit how he feels and the two go for it before they run out of time.
To be continued...
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